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Chinese Language News
Chinese Culture Week in Rotorua
Western Heights High Confucius Classroom arranged a Chinese Cultural week in
June which many schools, teachers Mandarin Language Assistants and special
guests participated in. Read a report from Otonga Primary School.
On Monday 13th June our school held their first Chinese Culture day. The event was
well organised and supported by the MLA’s from the Rotorua area and was a
resounding success with all of the Year 5 and 6 students and their teachers.
Our 285, nine and ten year old, students participated in six different activities
throughout the day and experienced: paper cutting, red packet (hong bao) making
and decorating, tai chi, calligraphy, using chopsticks, and tai chi fan. At the end of the
day every student had a favourite activity and a favourite Chinese teacher; they all
had something to take home and they were bubbling with enthusiasm when
questioned by their parents. Parents also called in during the day so that they also
could join in with their children.
Teachers at the school were delighted to try Chinese food for lunch and many walked
their classes through the beautifully decorated Senior School. Everyone was caught
up in the ‘buzz’ of this special event and we are already anticipating our next Chinese
Culture Day.
Our thanks go to the Confucius Institute, Laytee George, Our MLA Siqi and MLA’s;
Lanlan, Katherine, Xiaobei, Xiao, Emily, Aimee and Emma for their unwavering
enthusiasm and dedication throughout the day.
Written by: Lynne Armstrong, Teacher of Chinese, Otonga Road Primary School

See the ILEP website for more reports of activities from Chinese Culture Week

China Scholarship
Programme - Beijing
We were a group of twelve teachers from
New Zealand, ranging from high school
specialist subject teachers with focus on
Mandarin, high school teachers of other
languages expanding their practice, and
primary school teachers (like me) who teach
Mandarin as part of a cross - curriculum
programme.
As a Chinese born New Zealander who
moved to New Zealand as a child, my
passion has always been in helping children
develop English literacy. I've always been
interested in the pedagogy behind second
language acquisition, and have been wanting
to use my Mandarin skills more in my
teaching.
Because of this, in 2015 I began introducing
Mandarin lessons to my classroom teaching,
and attended the TPDL programme. The
programme opened my eyes to a whole new
world of research behind second language
acquisition, in particular the effectiveness of
authentic learning contexts and the
importance of intercultural communication
as a skill. After completing TPDL, I applied for
this opportunity hoping to learn more about
Task Based Language Teaching and getting
an understanding of everyday life in China.

As part of the scholarship, I spent three
weeks at the Beijing Language and Culture
University, taking part in an intensive course
to learn about the Task Based Teaching of
Mandarin. The course comprised of two
main components: in class preparation for
tasks, which included language instruction
from the university lecturers; and
completing the learning tasks at various
locations around Beijing. With the guidance
of two wonderful Masters students from the
university, we visited local schools, the
Forbidden City, the Great Wall, etc. We also
experienced cultural immersion activities
including a fan dance lesson, calligraphy
lesson, a homestay etc.

well as a suitcase full of resources. Now, in
my lessons, my students pore over Chinese
fashion and car magazines, learn fan
dancing, play Chinese hacky sack, try
calligraphy and discuss the culture
It's hard to express all the different ways this similarities and differences they see in my
trip has benefited me. For one, it definitely videos.
brought me closer to Chinese culture and What struck me the most was how much
life. Because I was born in China and can this experience has benefited teachers from
speak Mandarin fluently, my students all different walks of life. Whether they were
always regarded me as an expert. As a complete newbie like me, an experienced
someone who spent most of my life in New Mandarin teacher, or a teaching member of
Zealand and hasn’t visited China in years, my a school’s senior management team,
knowledge of China was as in-depth and everyone gained something from the trip.
authentic as anyone else with access to the
The scholarship experience was intense and
internet. I wanted to help my students
at times challenging, but hugely rewarding. I
explore Chinese culture, but I had no idea
would recommend it to any Mandarin
how. Since the trip, so much has changed.
teachers wanting to further develop their
Alongside new ideas and knowledge that I practice.
By Guanny Liu- Prosee, Raroa
gained, I brought back interactive videos
Normal Intermediate School
that I made as a part of my learning tasks, as
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Chinese Bridge Speech Competition 2016
Read a transcript of the speech delivered at the Chinese Speech competition by
student Ryan Beamish from Rotorua Boy’s High School, whose teacher is Wendy Chen.

大家好！
今天，我想跟大家分享一下自己学习汉语的经历。
我的爸爸妈妈都是在新西兰出生长大的。他们一句
汉语都不会说，我最初也是。现在，我是坎特伯雷
大学的“星学生”star student，意思是在大学里修课
的高中生。我们可以在大学修一到两门课，我选择
的是汉语和数学。今年是我学习汉语的第二年。到
大学学汉语以前，我自学了一段时间，可是效果不
好。学一门新的语言时，我们应该多听多说多练，
而一个人自学时是没有这样的条件的。独学而无友
则孤陋而寡闻。到大学学习以后，就能和同学们练
习了，比自学好得多！我非常喜欢在大学里学习汉
语！
我觉得学习外语非常棒，而学习汉语是最有用的，
因为住在新西兰的华人越来越多，中国对新西兰很
重要，所以很多新西兰人都想学汉语。
去年十一月我去了中国。我在中国一共住了三个星
期，去了西安和深圳。在那里，我们主要是帮助在
中国的英语外教工作，通过这样的经历我的汉语水
平有了很大提高。
我刚到中国的时候，觉得中国跟新西兰很不一样，
但是现在我非常欣赏中国！新西兰和中国虽然风格
不同，但都很美。中国有美丽的河山，也有现代化
的大都市！
刚到中国时我不习惯吃中餐，可是在中国每天都得
吃中餐啊！但后来我慢慢喜欢上了中餐，现在觉得
非常好吃，用筷子是小菜一碟。我太喜欢在中国的
那段时间了!
The annual speech
competition is organised
by the Confucius Institute

Hello everyone!
Today I would like to tell you all about my experiences of
learning Chinese.
My parents were both born and raised in New Zealand. They
don’t speak even one word of Chinese, initially I was the same.
Now I am a University Star Student, this is when Secondary
School Students take classes at University. We can take 1-2
classes, I have chosen Chinese and Maths. This year is my
second year learning Chinese. Before studying Chinese at
University I studied a little by myself but it wasn’t very good for
my Chinese. When learning a new language we ought to listen
more, speak more and practice more. When studying alone we
can’t have this experience. Studying alone can make people
shallow minded. After coming to University I can practice with
my classmates, so much better than studying alone!
I think studying foreign languages is extremely good and
studying Chinese is the most useful because more and more
Chinese people are living in New Zealand. Also because China is
very important to New Zealand so lots of New Zealanders want
to study Chinese.
Last year in November I went to China. I was in China for a total
of 3 weeks and went to Xi’an and Shenzhen. We mostly were
helping in the foreign English teachers’ classrooms. Through this
practice my Chinese level improved.
When I had just arrived in China I thought China was very
different to New Zealand but now I really appreciate China. Of
course China and New Zealand are different but both very
beautiful. China has beautiful mountains and rivers and also
very modern cities.
I was not accustomed to Chinese food when I’d just arrived, but
in China we had to eat Chinese food every day. I slowly began to
like Chinese food, now I think it is very yummy and using
chopsticks is a piece of cake! I loved my time in China.
I think everyone studying Chinese ought to go and see China to
enrich their individual language learning experience. I value
every opportunity to study Chinese.
Thank you everyone.

Coming up for Chinese
Free Chinese Teacher Language Courses: Term 3&4 University of Auckland Epsom
Campus, run by the Confucius Institute
Film and Chinese Language Teaching Workshop, Wellington, 10th September
Chinese Language Week 2016: 12-16 September http://nzclw.com/
Chinese Short Film Competition for Secondary: Students Award Ceremony in mid-September
Intercultural
Chinese
The
Chinese Teachers Conference: 23-25 September
For
more information
on Teaching,
these events,
seeOceania
www.ilep.ac.nz
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French Language News
Welcome Morgan Patterson, National Adviser for French
“I am incredibly excited to take on the challenge as the National Adviser for French at ILEP and
with that, have the opportunity to work with so many teachers around New Zealand. I am
fortunate enough to have taken part in a lot of professional development opportunities since I
started teaching and I know how much positive impact this has on our students, therefore I
look forward to supporting languages teachers to continue their life long learning journey.
After two months in Vichy, France challenging my brain, making new connections with
wonderful people and being immersed in the fantastic French language and culture. I am now
based in Auckland at the ILEP offices and welcome anyone teaching French in NZ schools to
make contact and see what we can offer to support them in their teaching.“

french@ilep.ac.nz

Class Activity: French Beauty Blog
For teachers and students who are interested in the world of beauty, check out this up and coming blogger based in
Marseille, France. Encourage your students to read and feed back to Ophélie. Link: http://wordsmithless.jimdo.com/

Jeunes Auteurs French Creative Writing Competition
Samantha Addison-Saipe is this year’s first prize winner of
You can read an excerpt of Samantha’s story below:
the Jeunes Auteurs Pour l’Europe French creative writing
competition. This year we submitted 4 entries from
Ils ont quitté le cinéma ensemble et ils ont marché au
Westlake Girls’ High School. All were of a high quality and as
parc. Même s’il était nuit, la fontaine coulait, et la zone
their teacher, I am very proud of all of them.
a été éclairée par des lumières bleues. Laura ne
pouvait pas se rappeler pourquoi elle avait quitté la
I had seen the flyer for the competition on the French list
maison en premier lieu, mais elle était heureuse. Les
serve and brought it to my students’ attention. A few groans
étoiles ont réfléchi sur l’eau, et la scène était comme
were heard before I convinced them that creative writing in
un rêve. Pour un moment, c’était difficile de croire que
French was certainly within their grasp. A few days later I
ce matin-là, elle vivait dans une brume de répétition.
had 3 groups ready to get started and Samantha (who opted
Cela, il se sentait comme la vie de quelqu'un d’autre.
to enter individually). This is the first time any of my
Et bien sûr, Robert était un vrai gentleman. Ils se sont
students have entered the competition since I started
assis sur le banc de parc et ils ont parlé de plein de
teaching at Westlake Girls’ High School 6 years ago. To
choses. Il était avocat, et il travaille de longues heures.
prepare the students for this task, we read a short story in
Quand il a demandé à elle ce qu'elle fait pour le travail,
class called “Happy Meal” by Anna Gavalda then talked
Laura a été perdu pour les mots. Mais Robert a
about the aspects that made it an effective short story –
changé du sujet facilement.
good descriptions and an interesting twist. Our French
language assistant, Eléa Grammatico, was fantastic in being Next on the agenda for Samantha will be sitting the French
able to suggest a range of short stories for me to work on
Scholarship exam later this year, along with 3 of her class
with students in class. In another session, Eléa also ran a
mates. This is a group of 4 very capable students who are
creative writing workshop with the students to help them
expected to do very well in their end of year examinations.
with their expression and ideas in French. Feedback from
the students was that this was an engaging and useful
I can thank my recent 10 month LIA in France for allowing
activity for them. Having a French assistant is certainly an
me to improve my fluency and find authentic resources that
asset.
I can share with my students. I try to encourage a culture of
speaking French in the classroom and access French current
Each group chose a different “story starter” for their
events and entertainment websites to keep students
creative writing and each group had different motivations
engaged and up to date with what is going on in the world.
for entering the competition. If you talk to Samantha, her
For the moment, this seems to be working. I will also be
main motivation for participating was simply as a vocabulary initiating a French exchange in partnership with Westlake
building exercise and she never expected that she would
Boys’ High School as a result of my LIA to France. We are
win. She invented a sweet tale about a woman named Laura hoping to exchange with Lycée Saint François d’Assise in
who gets bored with the repetition of daily life and decides LaRoche-sur-Yon in 2018 with our year 12 students. With
to take charge and do what she wants to do – go to the
plans to begin online correspondence and collaboration
cinema. At the cinema she meets a charming man and has a before this exchange, students will have the opportunity for
magical evening with him. At the end of the story, it is
authentic communication within a genuine context.
revealed that the he is married and what’s more, he is in
fact her husband. They meet every night but Laura does not
By Danielle Payne, Westlake Girls’ High School
remember because she has early onset Alzheimer’s and is
losing her memory.
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Cultural Reflections of a French Language Assistant
What is special about your region of France? I'm from Brittany and we are very very proud about being
Breton! It's a Celtic nation (same as Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Galicia amongst others), therefore we have a very
strong Celtic culture. Ours is alive primarily through music and dance. Unfortunately the Breton language was
banned often throughout history so not everyone can speak it. But there are more and more people learning and
speaking Breton and it is still quite present (for instance all our road signs are in both French and Breton).
What do you enjoy about NZ? The nature, the people, the COLOURS! The colours here are just breath-taking,
especially in the sky!! I don't think I'll ever get tired at looking at the NZ sky!
What do you miss about France? I will be a bit stereotypical but the food... Mainly cheese and bread! On the
other hand, I find it easier being vegetarian here than back home! Café/restaurants here have more options and I really appreciate it!
What have you noticed about students and school in NZ? I find the students very respectful! I've never taught in France but the
perception I have of French students is not as good as the one I have of Kiwi students! There's a very different dynamic between the
teachers and their students here than in France which I really like, I find that there is more respect and it's always nicer to work in a
positive and respectful environment. As for schools, they offer a large range of activities, whether cultural or physical, and I find it
brillant! The students have a lot of opportunities to learn new things/skills and enjoy themselves!
If you could tell us Kiwis one thing about your culture what would it be? I consider myself being Breton, than French. I know it's not
the same for every region/culture in France but as I said earlier, we are very proud of our region/culture in Brittany. It does not mean
in any way that I don't like France , it's just that I connect more with the Breton culture as it's the one I was born and raised in. It's not
my only culture because my family on my mum's side comes from Tunisia but it's the one I know best. As for every country, France
has what I would call a "public" culture which is the one known outside of France and is how the country is perceived. But there is so
much more to French culture than this "public" culture. We have very rich and very different regional cultures and it's one of the
things I like best about France! To me, French culture is diverse, it's that image (with the good and the bad) other countries have of us
but it's also the wealth of having different cultures all in one country, whether they come different regions, from countries once
invaded or from people who chose France as their new home. And I think that we should consider that diversity as a strength (because
it's what it is) and not a loss of identity like some people think it is!!
Written by: Morgane Ouin - French Language Assistant

Stage de Nouméa Immersion Programme 2016: Comments
‘This gave me a far greater confidence in my own ability’
‘I have plenty of first-hand experience and stories to tell my students’
‘The homestay experience was amazing and convinced me to do an exchange with my students’
‘I was able to meet a number of teachers where I was able to share ideas about learning’
‘I learnt a great deal about the culture and history of Nouvelle-Calédonie’

Details about the
Stage de Nouméa
French Immersion
programme for
teachers in 2017 will
be released at the
end of Term 3.

Contact Morgan at
french@ilep.ac.nz to
discuss this
opportunity.

French Teacher Workshop: “Nouveaux talents, nouvelles approches

de la chanson française et francophone”

Join Michel Boiron from le CAVILAM Alliance Française in Vichy, France as he presents
the diverse musical scene and explores how to
engage our students through the use of song in

Auckland: 19 September 4.30-7.30pm. Epsom Girls' Grammar
Wellington: 22 September 4.30-7.30pm. TBC
Christchurch: 21 September 4.30-7.30pm. TBC

See: www. ilep.ac.nz/workshops for more information and register with Faymie at admin@ilep.ac.nz
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German Language News
German Music Exhibition
In German class over the last few weeks we have been working
on creating a German music exhibition. We started doing this by
researching German bands and artists that we were interested
in and enjoyed listening to. We then chose our favourite song
and created a small PowerPoint profile on the song linked to the
QR code of the document we created. Frau then printed all our
QR codes out and added them to the exhibition, starting it all
off. She then got some of the posters of German music genres
and artists and attached that to the same wall around the QR
code. After that the exhibition was starting to come together
but still looked a bit plain and boring. We then got into small
groups and came up with ideas to try lighten the wall up a bit.
Some of the ideas we came up with was printing out things like
concert tickets and album covers - making the wall look
colourful and adding some extra detail. As being a Year 10
student I really enjoyed this project as you got to be individual
and share your taste of music with others that have different
opinions.

Teacher of German at Pakuranga College, Gretchen
Badenhorst with the music exhibition

Written by: Sarisha Claassen, student of German at Pakuranga College

Goethe-Institut Translation Workshop

PAD Student Scholarships
Last month, 3 students of
German from New
Zealand set off on a
fantastic experience to
Gemany as part of the
PAD award programme.
The students attending
the next year’s
scholarships will be
selected on a 2 day
immersion experience in
early August. The 16
finalists have been
decided from a total of 60 Heike Papenthin, National Adviser
students interviewed
for German, ILEP with the students
from around the country.
See www.ilep.ac.nz for more information

On a wet Thursday afternoon towards the end of the
second term, 24 year 11 students of German from
Wellington Girls‘ College, Hutt Valley High School and
Newlands College gathered at the Goethe-Institut in
Wellington for a three hour translation workshop with
internationally renowned literary translator, Sally-Ann
Spencer, who outlined some of the dilemmas that face a
translator, and the legal framework in which they work.
The group compared four different translations of the
opening lines of a Grimm fairy tale, and discussed their
preferences from two key points of view: “faithful to the
original” and “in accurate literary English”. The question of
name changes was then also posed, using the Harry Potter
series as an example.
The students then compared book titles and book covers in
the original German by Cornelia Funke with the English
translations, discussing the relationship between
illustrations and titles, reasons for minor or radical changes
and related issues.
Armed with this background the group then took on an as
yet untranslated picture book. Groups of three were given
a segment of about 24-40 words to translate, and every
group wrestled with the tricky final words: “A wie Anfang”.
Students and their teachers enjoyed this fresh and
professional exploration of the skill of translation, very
different from the outdated idea that it is simply a way of
demonstrating comprehension.
By Judith Geare, Goethe-Institut, Wellington
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A Graduate’s journey with German
Jerry Yelich-O’Connor has recently completed her Bachelor of Arts
and Commerce conjoint at the University of Auckland and majored
in German, Film and Television, International Business and
Marketing. A strong advocate for language learning and having
benefited greatly from overseas scholarships and exchanges for
German, she tells us about her experiences.

speak to them in because you set the expectation. We hung out in
a group of American, British, Spanish German and French and to
this day we correspond in German…”

Jerry’s study of German centred around developing
communicative competence. “At school we did a lot of culture and
speaking so these aspects were always stronger than my
understanding of grammar… For me, I’d much rather be fluent
conversationally than written. Although I had to go back and study
German cases! The exchanges accelerated my speaking because
“I went to Takapuna Grammar School where it was compulsory to you’re socialising and living in the country, everything you’re
study a language for a year. They were really supportive of doing is in German.”
language learning and we had a huge list of languages that we
could study.” Through her own hard work and aided by overseas “In the beginning when learning a foreign language, grammar isn’t
scholarship and study opportunities offered by her school, the the be all and end all. If you can get your idea across, perfect. I can
University of Auckland, the Goethe-Institut and the DAAD always get my point across and understand everything but it takes
(German Academic Exchange Service), continuing studying time to develop the idiosyncrasies and subtleties and fine points
German throughout school and at University has given Jerry a of languages like sayings, which prepositions go with what verbs
etc., you just have to live with it. If you make mistakes it doesn't
string of enriching and unique language learning experiences.
matter. You’ve still made an effort to step into someone else’s
A 3-week school trip to many European countries including a shoes which I think is the biggest thing.”
homestay in Germany gave Jerry her first real context of using
German. “It was a really amazing experience for a 15/16 year old “I find you need to have a connection with the language, which I
to have because here you’re not really aware that you do actually found with European languages. And now because I have friends
need other languages than English. So I came back pleased with that speak those languages I have the motivation to keep going.”
my German and wanted to keep going with it.”
Recognising the comparatively poor record of New Zealanders in
Due to her school being ‘Parterschule’ with the Goethe-Institut, having a second language compared to other parts of the world,
she was selected to spend a month in Germany doing an intensive Jerry says, “People here [in New Zealand] prioritise other things,
‘Sprachkurse’, at the end of which she achieved her A2 certificate. they don’t realise how important language learning is. Whilst
This was a turning point for her passion for languages and culture, Auckland is one of the multicultural cities in the world, the main
“I was hooked, there were people from all over the world, South language of communication is English. I’d be all for Maori being
compulsory in school because that way at least people will learn
America, Zimbabwe… there was a huge mix of every culture.”
to appreciate their own cultural history”
When facing the question of what to study at University, Jerry’s
gaze turned to languages. “I didn’t like maths or science so if you The role of languages to bridge cultural understanding is an issue
look at the list of subjects that will get you a job, languages was both within New Zealand and internationally. Using China as an
the next for me because the more languages you speak, the more example, “You have to do business with them, so you have to
countries you can work in and the more opportunities you have.” speak Mandarin. That’s common sense. You could get a translator,
but in China business is based on relationships and by speaking
“It’s important to raise awareness about the opportunities for
their language you establish trust and show you have cultural
language learning that are out there for students, without them I
understanding, they call it Guanxi.”
wouldn’t be where I am now.” Jerry wants to show that even as an
English speaker in geographically isolated New Zealand, good What’s next for Jerry after graduation? “I’d like to learn French
opportunities for language learning are accessible and possible, properly, keep up my German, I’d like to do something in
thanks to the financial investment into such schemes.
International Relations or Politics. Whatever I do, languages will
definitely be a part of it.”
“The 6 months in Germany was the best part of my undergraduate
degree and really set me up. Over there I was really going to make And finally, Jerry’s favourite German word? “Das Eichhörnchen, a
an effort to speak German. I found that the first language that you squirrel. I learnt this word in 6 different languages. In French it’s
use to speak to someone will be the language that you continue to really hard as well – écureuil.”

Coming up for German
National Adviser for German Workshops- Heike Papenthin will be arranging networking meetings in
North & South Island of New Zealand during Term 3, dates TBA. Email her at german@ilep.ac.nz
German Trivia Night - 27th July 2016 6pm -8pm, UoA City Campus, Arts 1, level 5. RSVP to nicole.perry@auckland.ac.nz
DEFA-Film Series at Auckland Art Gallery: Saturdays at 12pm until 13 August 2016
KurzFilmFest “Teilen & Tauschen”: Competition for students of German, deadline for submissions 19 September 2016
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Japanese Language News
Intensive Japanese Language Workshop in Christchurch
The University of Canterbury (UC), in conjunction with
Canterbury Network of Teachers of Japanese, recently held
its fourth workshop for senior secondary students studying
Japanese. The aims of this annual day-long event are to boost
students’ confidence and competence in dealing with NCEA
assessment topics, introduce them to some inspiring and
entertaining aspects of Japanese culture, and facilitate
greater engagement within the local Japanese-learning
community.
This year’s workshop was the largest so far, with 269
students from 17 high schools, supported by 28 UC student
volunteers and 24 Japanese teachers from secondary schools
and UC. . The workshop’s plenary session was given by Ms
Ashleigh Stewart, a journalist for the Christchurch Press, who
inspired the students with her account of how her passion
for Japan and its language had led her to her dream job. In
his welcome address, the UC Vice Chancellor Dr Rod Carr
expressed his admiration for anyone working to boost their
linguistic and cultural competency, especially those learning
a language as challenging but rewarding as Japanese.
The students spent the day engaging in interactive activitybased classes geared to the separate Year levels. Then the
workshop participants reassembled for the final session,
which started with a rousing performance by the
Christchurch-based Takumi Japanese drum group. It was then
time for the much-anticipated group dance, which has
become a prominent and popular feature of this event. The
YouTube video of the previous year’s dance - Youkai Taisou –
topped 52,000 hits and for a short while topped the Yahoo

Japan’s Eizou Toppikusu ranking. This year the chosen
dance was Odoru Ponpokorin, and we have high hopes for it
becoming another social media sensation.
This year’s cohort of UC student volunteers included 5
undergraduates who had, in previous years, participated as
high school learners, and then worked their way up to
become senior students in the UC Japanese Programme. One
of these, Jack Hayes, recollected his first meeting with pupils
from other schools who shared his passion for the Japanese
language, and the thrill of engaging in challenging
communicative activities with new teachers and classmates.
For another, Aidan Jackson, working as a teaching assistant
had enabled him to see classroom activities from a new
perspective, which had increased his respect for language
teaching as a profession. Both agreed that they had learnt
much from their role as mentors for the young learners, and
the experience had highlighted the value of a strong learning
community as a ready source of knowledge, encouragement
and advice.
Written by: Dr Rachel Payne, University of Canterbury

Japanese Teacher Workshops
An Immersion Workshop for teachers of Japanese
took place on 11th June in Rotorua facilitated by the
National Adviser for ILEP and Judy Evans from
Mercury Bay area school who is an active participant
in professional development activities for Japanese.
Resource-sharing and cultural sessions made up the
day, which gave teachers a valuable opportunity to
connect, share ideas and speak Japanese!
“I loved the hands-on creative activities that we did”
“Harada Sensei showed one practical method to
learn Hiragana just like card game called
shichinarabe.”

Online resource: Click Nippon
Click Nippon is an authentic Japanese
cultural website in Japanese and English. All
the stories or videos are focused on people,
especially their turning point. They want to
avoid the stereotype of Japanese culture,
they want the readers to notice, aware,
and explore through each person’s
experience. It’s also has a class idea or
creative lesson planning sections (tips for
teachers). It’s just an awesome resource.
http://www.tjf.or.jp/clicknippon/en/
By Akiko Harada, National Adviser for
Japanese, ILEP
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Jewels of Kyoto

attire of Maiko. I think their kimonos were exquisite because of
the detail and effort obviously shown and material showing
their thousand years of history..
After settling down my anticipation for the two Maiko from
During the next activity of the tea ceremony demonstration, I
Kyoto, I listened to the speakers who beautifully and
comprehensibly lead the lecture and demonstrations about the sat next to Ms. Harada whilst she kindly taught and guided me
throughout . I was really nervous as I was about to participate in
‘Jewels of Kyoto’. The introduction discussion from Tomimori
a Japanese tradition but also see Maiko Tomitae prepare the
san, manager of the training house in Kyoto, where these two
authentic tea from a closer perspective from everyone else in
immaculate Maiko live and learn the traditional arts of Japan,
the auditorium. I was really honoured. It felt like I was royalty
left me wanting to know more. Although similar in age, their
because I was about to formally and traditionally drink
lifestyle was very interesting and very different from mine.
authentic tea made by a Maiko. Also the process was very
The Maiko appeared from the backstage, I was mesmerised
delicate with every movement, it was filled with genuine grace.
instantly by their presence. I noticed their walk, so delicate and
dainty. I also noticed their posture, every poise so confident and My overall impression of this event left me in awe and filled me
precise which I deeply admired. Tomimori san explained about with new knowledge. I also really enjoyed learning about the
Japanese drinking game, it is really addictive and enjoyable to
the Maiko's rigorous years of training to master the traditional
play . I anticipate discovering more about the Maiko and Geiko
Japanese arts. Watching the Maiko present the exceptional
Japanese dances without a single flaw, I was enchanted by their lifestyle. This experience of partaking in a Japanese tradition
and listening and observing was hugely beneficial for my study
steady and graceful movements throughout.
of Japanese.
After the brilliant traditional Japanese dance, a Koto
performance was about to commence, demonstrated by Maiko
Tomitae. Hearing the strum of each string melodically by Maiko
Tomitae was captivating and very foreign to my ears which lead
to more anticipation. The piece of music was played elegantly
and impeccably with ease.
At first I was confused by why Maiko Tomitae and Maiko
Tomitsuyu pronounced their self-introduction because I recalled
them say “dosu” instead of “desu”. I fully understood why they
had pronounced it differently as the speakers had mentioned
they are from Kyoto with a dialect. I thought it was quite
interesting and we all learnt about the refined speech used by
Written by: Zuleika Uy, student at Manurewa School
the Maiko as well as Geiko of Gion, Kyoto. Also we studied the

NZAJLT presidency update
Michelle Lodge hands the baton of President of NZAJLT to Jacky Yoshioka-Braid. www.nzajlt.co.nz
It has been my pleasure to serve as president for NZAJLT over
the past two years. I would like to thank the Auckland Exec and
members for their tireless efforts. Their passion for supporting
other Japanese teachers is inspiring. Without this amazing team
supporting each other, I could not have achieved what I set out
to do, it takes a team in order to succeed.
We identified three areas in which we would work:
Advocacy: being your voice
Resourcing- creating more practice exams and updating the
resources on our new website that reflect the move towards
learning with digital technologies.
Promotion: Creating events such as the Trivia Night to build a
stronger pathway between primary, secondary and tertiary.
If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes
care of itself." -- Henry Ford
Michelle's achievements include her work to ensure the longterm success of the ALLiS funding and as well her input into the
document ‘Five Key Recommendations for Learning
Languages’ put together by key stakeholders in language
education.

My name is Jacky Yoshioka-Braid and I
am the teacher in charge of Japanese at
Otago Girls’ High School. Just a bit about
me, I am half-Japanese/half-Kiwi, and
was born and raised in Hastings. I
completed a BA in Japanese at Massey
University, and have lived in Japan for a
number of years, firstly in Hiroshima,
and then later in Otaru, Hokkaido. I
have two children, both of whom were
born in Japan; my daughter is a student at Massey
University and my son is a Year 11 student. I am on the
national executive of the NZ Association of Language
Teachers, and I am also the current President of the
Dunedin Otaru Sister City Society. I am honoured to be
able to take on the presidency of the NZAJLT for the
next two years. I realise I have very large shoes to fill
following Michelle’s term, but I will endeavour to do my
best for the association.
どうぞよろしくお願いします。

Coming up for Japanese
Haiku and Shodo Competition: by NZ Japan Society. Entry deadline 29th July edu@nzjapan.net
Speech Competition in Auckland: 19th August. Submit by12 August. Email: sonja.gallagher@aut.org.nz
Japanese Film Screenings: July-August in Albany, Waikato & Auckland. See www.auckland.nz.emb-japan.go.jp
Workshops for Japanese: Term 3-4 by National Adviser for Japanese Akiko Harada. Email: japanese@ilep.ac.nz
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Spanish Language News
Salamanca Immersion Programme for Teachers
The yearly language and culture
immersion programme to Salamanca by
ILEP is a unique opportunity for teachers
of Spanish to bring newly acquired skills,
knowledge and ideas back to their New
Zealand classrooms. Chloe Baillie from
Kings College tells us about what’s been
happening at her school and her
professional development goals ahead
of attending the programme.

Chloe in Salamanca, July 2016

“I am really excited about participating in the Salamanca scholarship
programme and spending two weeks at the most prestigious university
in Spain. I hope to gain knew linguistic and cultural knowledge in my
classes to bring back and share with my students through my teaching,
new resources and new methods or approaches in the Spanish
classroom.
Although the obvious perks of this scholarship are leaving the New
Zealand winter to spend two weeks in a lively historic city in the
middle of the Spanish summer, I am very lucky to go on this trip as a
second year Spanish teacher to further my skills as a language teacher
and experience more of Spain’s wonderful culture and tertiary
education. I have travelled to Spain before, first on a high school
exchange, then for a semester in Madrid for my Honours degree.
During this busy term, my students have had some great opportunities
to use Spanish in authentic contexts with students from other schools.
I teach at King’s College in Auckland, where we hosted the STANZA
National Spanish Debating Competition this year. All of our Spanish
seniors participated either in the debating teams or as helpers. Last
week, we hosted an exchange, also known as “Spanish Speed Dating”
with Baradene College, in which all Years 10, 11, 12 and 13 Spanish
students have quick conversations using as much Spanish as they can. I
hope that by completing this course with Spanish teachers from
around the world, I will be able to share these ideas of my Auckland
colleagues, and garner more ways to get my students speaking Spanish
as often as possible!”
By Chloe Baillie, Teacher of Spanish at Kings College

Personal Goal-Setting for the Salamanca Programme:
Cultural knowledge

Communicative/Personal

To gain new knowledge in
my classes about Spanish
art history and literary
analysis that I can share
and teach to my senior
students.

To create resources i.e
videos and photos etc.to
use in class to show
authentic Spanish
contexts and daily life.

Linguistic knowledge

Improvement to Student
Learning Outcomes

To study and observe how the
teachers in Salamanca teach us
complex grammar structures
and improve my own
understanding in order to
explain and teach these in my
classes.

To use Spanish in senior
classes as much as
possible, for the students
to be motivated to
communicate in Spanish
without reverting to
English.

Student Spanish Debating Competition
The 2016 National Spanish Debating Competition, organised by the Spanish Teacher’s
Association of New Zealand Aotearoa (STANZA), was held on the 14th of June at King’s
College. It was a day full of positive energy, excitement and, of course, Spanish. There
were 16 teams competing and this year's winner was Kristin School. This was the first
time Kristin School participated in the competition and our students highly valued the
experience. Debating offered us a unique opportunity in which teaching/learning
aimed to develop not only language structures but also extend critical thinking and interactive skills in an authentic and
competitive context. During this wonderful journey we have seen our students work purposefully, cooperatively and
autonomously to expand their abilities and grow. We are looking forward to next year’s competition at Kristin School.
By Gabriela Maldonado, Teacher of Spanish at Kristin School
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Workshops for Teachers of Spanish
So far this year, some of the Spanish cultural and linguistic workshops for teachers arranged by Pablo Mateu Garcia,
National Adviser for Spanish with special guest facilitators have included flamenco and Spanish literature (see below)
“Thank you so much Pablo for organising this! He
always provides very valuable opportunities to get to
know other Spanish teachers in the region and give
us great information about Spanish culture and the
language. I really appreciate it.”
- Teacher of Spanish in Wellington
Below, María Muñoz speaks about the literature
workshop based around Don Quijote and why she thinks
this knowledge is important for teachers of Spanish.
Desde que terminé la licenciatura en Filología Hispánica en la
Universidad de Murcia (España) hace ya 15 años, me he
dedicado a la enseñanza de la Lengua y la Literatura española
tanto a estudiantes cuya lengua materna es el español como a
estudiantes cuya lengua materna es el ruso, el inglés o el árabe.
Es cierto que hay muchas diferencias entre la enseñanza de
español a hispanohablantes y a no hispanohablantes, pero
también hay multitud de similitudes ya que los procesos de
aprendizaje y los contenidos son los mismos, sobre todo en lo
referente a aspectos semánticos, gramáticos o morfológicos.

Flamenco Workshop, Wellington
geográficamente las diferentes
ciudades en las que el autor vivió, así
como una relación de las 9 ciudades
más grandes del territorio español.

En cuanto a El Quijote, el taller trata
únicamente de dar unas someras
pinceladas sobre la enorme
trascendencia de esta obra, quizá la
obra literaria más importante que
nunca se haya escrito y, de nuevo en
La idea de trabajar en un taller relacionado con Miguel de
esta parte, los espectadores se
Cervantes y su Quijote en Nueva Zelanda nace motivada, por un convierten en actores cuando son ellos mismos los que tienen
lado, de la ilusión por celebrar el 4º centenario de su muerte
que tratar de organizar el argumento de El Quijote trabajando
también en estas tierras tan lejanas a su lugar de nacimiento y, en grupos.
por otro, de la ilusión por acercar a los estudiantes y profesores
de español neozelandeses la figura de este autor imprescindible El taller, debido a su carácter general, está dirigido
de las letras y la cultura españolas. Esto último basado, además, principalmente a aquellas personas que no tengan grandes
en la idea de que una lengua y su cultura están intrínsecamente conocimientos sobre el autor, y uno de sus objetivos principales
unidas, y que se hace difícil concebir la lengua española sin
es el de comprender, como he comentado antes, la gran
Cervantes.
trascendencia de su figura como inventor de la novela
moderna.
A través del taller “Miguel de Cervantes viaja a Aotearoa”,
ambientado en el Siglo de Oro español con música y vestuario, Sería maravilloso que todos los profesores de español de
se realiza un ameno recorrido por los momentos más
cualquier rincón del mundo tuviesen unos conocimientos
destacados de su vida, haciendo una parada en aquellos que
mínimos sobre “El padre de la lengua castellana” y su obra para
tienen una especial relevancia, o resultan más llamativos, para poder transmitírselos a sus alumnos de modo que estos, aparte
el ciudadano del siglo XXI como su cautiverio en Argel o su
de adquirir las habilidades para poder hablar, leer o escribir en
paso por la cárcel. Asimismo, a lo largo del taller se realizan
español, sean conscientes, de algún modo, del entramado
diversas actividades en las que el asistente participa de forma
cultural que subyace bajo la lengua española, despertando en
activa, ya que este tendrá que tratar de dibujar el retrato de
ellos las ganas de seguir aprendiendo y aprehendiendo esta
Cervantes a partir de la única información fidedigna que se
maravillosa lengua y su cultura.
posee de su aspecto físico, o tendrá que intentar situar
Escrito por: María Muñoz

Coming up for Spanish
National and Regional Speech Competitions: Term 3, see www.stanza.org.nz
Student Video Competition: Term 4, see www.stanza.org.nz
National Adviser for Spanish: coming to a town near you soon. Keep an eye on the listserve ,or email:
spanish@ilep.ac.nz.
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Korean Language News
Chuseok: Korean Thanksgiving Day
Chuseok, a major harvest festival, is one of the biggest and most important holidays in Korea along with Seollal (New
Year’s Day). Often referred to as Korean Thanksgiving Day, it is celebrated on the 15th day of the eighth lunar month
every year. The festival is usually a three day public holiday. If the dates fall over a weekend, an extra day may be taken
on the following Monday. Surrounded by the autumn colour of late September or early October, it is a time when
Koreans connect with their roots. Across Korea, trains are packed and traffic is jammed as over half the Korean
population journey to their hometowns. Most people visit their family to prepare food, honor ancestors, and cherish
relatives both living and deceased. People spend quality time together and share a feast of Korean traditional food.
Songpyeon is one of the quintessential dishes for Chuseok. It is a sweet rice
cake that is enjoyed as a snack or dessert. It is made from rice powder dough
surrounding a sweet paste filling made of sesame, beans, chestnuts, and other
fillings that vary from region to region. These are steamed with pine needles,
infusing the house with their fragrance.

Online resources
You can find a nice picture of songpyeon on the following website:

Visit Korea.org
See the “Chuseok Food” section for more information about songpyeon.

Upcoming Dates and Events for Korean
TOPIK in Christchurch

Korean Government Scholarship

TOPIK (Test of proficiency in Korean) is now available to apply.
The TOPIK is a test that is recognized by the Korean
government. The scores from this test are required for those
who wish to study in universities or work in Korea. For more
information about how to apply, please contact the Korean
education Centre in NZ. (nzkoreanedu@gmail.com)

KGSP (Korean Government Scholarship Program) is designed
to provide higher education in Korea for international
students with the aim of promoting international exchange
in education, as well as mutual friendship with New Zealand.

TOPIK venue: Christchurch region
TOPIK date: Saturday, 15 October 2016
Application due date: Monday, 8 August 2016

Oversea Korean Language Educators invitation
Program
National Institute of Korean Language invites Korean Language
educators to Korea to enhance their skills and knowledge
about the Korean language.
Duration: 2 weeks / 120 hours (either the end of September
or the beginning of October)
Contents: Korean pronunciation, grammar, expressions,
cultures, field trips, discussions and more
Application deadline: Monday, 8 August 2016
For more information, please contact the Korean education
Centre in NZ. nzkoreanedu@gmail.com

The Korean Education Centre website is a great
source of news and information for Korean

Master’s degrees and Doctoral degrees programs are
available in 66 universities or institutions designated by
NIIED.
The 2017 application deadline will be around March 2017.

Korean Studies Workshop, Asia New Zealand
Foundation
New Zealand teachers have the opportunity to travel to South
Korea and learn about the country first-hand.
Dates: Friday 23 September – Monday 3 October 2016
The purpose of the Korean Studies Workshop is to deepen
teachers’ awareness, understanding and knowledge of
South Korea so they can better equip their students with the
knowledge and skills they’ll need in the future.
Fifteen candidates will be selected to take part in the
programme, which is sponsored by the Korea Foundation in
partnership with the Asia New Zealand Foundation.
Application deadline: Wednesday, 10 August 2016
For more information, contact the Asia New Zealand
Foundation http://www.asianz.org.nz/content/opportunitykorean-studies-workshop
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Languages in Careers
As language teachers already know, additional language knowledge is a huge asset which equips you with
international capabilities, communicative competence as well as many sought after skills, whether they be specific
or ‘soft’ skills. This need is only growing in today’s world. In fact a new initiative for the PISA (programme for
international student assessment) will include global competence as an assessment!

“Career planning in New Zealand should always include a language – language learning is
not just for those who want to teach languages!
New Zealand as an export driven economy needs to keep a very competitive edge and sadly
the lack of multi-lingual talent here is letting the country down – it is not acceptable to
assume all world-wide customers speak and understand English - they certainly may not
want to trade in English. It is time the New Zealand government, schools and tertiary
institutes work towards all students including a language in their studies, whether its
science, commerce, law or the arts. The rest of the world does so why not here!”
- Monique Surges, CEO, New Zealand-German Business Association

“One of our great challenges is our
monolingual mindset"
- Kurt Mullane, Executive Director,
Asia Education Foundation

Virtually any career, public or
private, is given a boost with
knowledge of a foreign language.
- The Economist

The NZALT student
competition for 2016
was to create a video
about what a career
with languages looks
like.
See NZALT website for
more information.
What ideas can you
and your students
come up with?

Ashleigh Stewart: Journalist with Languages
When we first had to choose languages in Year
9, I’ve got to be honest - I chose Japanese for
truly uninspiring reasons. All my friends were
picking French and I wanted to do something a
bit different and out of the ordinary. The kicker
was of course the 3-week trip to Japan. I ended
up loving Japanese, and continued on to take it
up at university level. I was then selected for a
year-long
exchange
to
Waseda
University, Tokyo - and it was quite frankly the
best experience of my life. Until the tsunami
struck. University was cancelled and everyone
was fleeing the country.
But as soon as the travel warnings were lifted, I
travelled to Tohoku with Sam and Jason from
the Student Volunteer Army and got stuck in.
We were cleaning silt from generations-old
factories and houses, cooking for victims, and
just connecting with people whose lives had
been displaced by the disaster. It was the
single most memorable experience of my life. I
covered the disaster for the Tokyo Noticeboard
- the biggest English-speaking magazine in
Tokyo.
When I returned to Christchurch, in my final
year of university, my Japanese actually was
the point of difference in me getting a job in
hospitality of all places. Then I went for a job at
The Press in Christchurch, and my editor then
told me it was my language skills that was one
of the things that set me apart. Three years
later, and I’ve had the best career I could have

hoped for. I’ve worked at The Press in breaking
news, social affairs and now health. I've been
nominated for three Canon Media Awards,
NZ's national newspaper awards.
My Japanese introduced me to the Asia New
Zealand Foundation, which have been crucial in
my personal development and in opening
other doors for me. It got me a 2-month
internship at a newspaper in Jakarta, and a job
writing for their website.
Then, this year, I returned to Japan for the fiveyear anniversary of the tsunami, through a
scholarship. I met a man who I had met five
years earlier, in front of his house in Ishinomaki
after the tsunami had taken his Mum and his
aunty. He had continued volunteering, and
opened a kindergarten. I’m so endlessly
grateful I got to experience that.

Ashleigh Stewart

To be honest, I don’t really know what I’ll do
with my Japanese in the future. I know I am
already planning my next trip - I’m going to
return in 2020 just in time for the Olympics and
freelance for New Zealand publications. And
honestly, who knows what else is in store.
I’ve travelled a lot during my life and my
career, and I can tell you for 100% certainty
that there is no culture more amazing and
more dynamic than what can be found
in Japan. If I had to choose one place to live out
the rest of my life it would be there.
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Professional Development
Multi-level Teaching Research
From talking to language teachers, and teacher
trainees, I frequently hear that teaching multi-level
classes, classes which combine different year groups and
NCEA levels, is one of the most significant challenges
faced. Despite this, at the moment there’s not much
practical support available for teachers. Academic
literature in this area is also lacking. While differentiation
for teaching classes of mixed-ability learners has featured
prominently in the literature, research in this area seems
to presume that all learners are in the same year level or
are at least all working on the same curriculum content
and assessments. There is a gap in the field looking at the
teaching of multi-level classes where teachers are also
expected to adequately prepare learners for the different
NCEA levels and assessments they are taking.
I am researching this area to find out more about the
challenges teachers are facing but also to learn more
about the range of strategies that teachers use for
managing and teaching multi-level classes. The research
comprises of a qualitative survey, which has now been
completed, and case study interviews with a smaller
number of teachers. Through this I hope to start a
conversation with teachers about their practice and also
to facilitate the sharing of some of the practices I’ve
learnt about to support the wider language teaching
community including my own students who are training
to be language teachers.
The qualitative survey, which was responded to by over
60 teachers, showed that this is a topic that teachers feel
strongly about. When asked to share keywords and
phrases that reflect their feelings about teaching multilevel classes, the following were the most frequent:
difficult, unfair, not enough time, stressful, frustrating,
and bad for students. Teachers are feeling frustrated that
their students are missing out and that no matter how
much effort they put in, students are not getting the
same level of teaching as those in single level classes. The
survey showed that professional development
opportunities would be welcomed but were currently not
readily available.
The findings were not all negative though! Teachers
commented that having multi-level classes helps students
across levels to develop positive relationships and to
support each other, promoting tuakana and teina.
Students with more developed language skills can act as
‘leaders’ within groups and can support less advanced
students through peer teaching.

range of language which can encourage younger learners
to extend their learning. Despite the challenges, some
teachers also commented that they found teaching multilevel classes rewarding.
The responses also highlighted that there are a variety of
approaches to teaching multi-level classes and that there
is little consensus as to the best approach. Some teachers
have found it more effective to split their class into the
different year levels and to develop separate learning
programmes for each, making use of breakout rooms and
digital resources to facilitate this. Other teachers have
found it more effective to teach the whole class together
as much as possible by choosing units which are similar
and which allow students to have the same topic focus,
with learning and activities adjusted for the different
levels. Other teachers use a combination of these
approaches.
Regardless of approach, it is clear that teachers are using
a wide range of strategies to support their teaching of
multi-level classes. For example, many are developing
tailored workbooks for each level. Teachers are also
drawing heavily on technology and blended learning. This
can take many forms, e.g. using google drive to manage
workbooks and task sheets, google classroom and a
range of online language applications. This means that
learners at different levels can work at their own pace on
tasks appropriate to their level. Having a range of extra
activities, e.g. a ‘grab boxes’, which students can use
when there is time available, is also helpful in promoting
student independence.
I’m looking forward to the next stage of the research
which is to work more closely with a small number of
teachers to learn more about their practices. A quote
from one teacher in the survey sums up what I think is a
positive way forward: ‘Rather than investing time and
effort into trying to convince senior management to run
smaller classes I think we should be spending time and
effort into improving teacher capability to teach multilevel classes and into resource creation for these classes’.
Written by Dr. Karen Ashton, Senior Lecturer in
language education at the Institute of Education,
Massey University.

Karen teaches and researches in the areas of language
education and research methodology and is a
passionate promoter of languages. A particular interest
is in pedagogy and Karen enjoys supporting developing
language teachers through her teaching on Massey’s
In multi-level classes, students are exposed to a wider initial teacher education programmes.
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NZALT Conference
The NZALT Conference “Waves of Change” in Nelson was attended by around 180
teachers of languages in New Zealand and over the 3 days a fantastic variety of
important themes in language teaching and learning presented and discussed by
experienced teachers, researchers and experts in the field. Modern learning
environments, integrating languages with other learning areas, project-based learning,
intercultural language teaching, task-based language teaching, international
capabilities, virtual reality for learning and trans-languaging were just some of the
session’s topics.
Technology was often at the forefront; speakers introduced innovations in augmented
reality and virtual reality for language learning. Online resources and apps and their
use in a classroom context were demonstrated and discussed. Some to look at
include: Zaption, Padlet, Pintrest, Storify, Quizlet, Kahoot, Click Nippon, Fishpond
Story Cubes, Immerse Me App. See below for more links.
Some ideas that stuck with the ILEP team:




Build in structured unpredictability to help students remember
Language learning engenders bravery, curiosity and humility
All human learning is driven by social relationships. Students to live their social
lives through the target language, interacting in meaningful situations
Language is about communication as opposed to high test scores
Students feel that what they can do without notes is what they 'truly' know
Language use is different from the language practice
“Fetishisation of accuracy can get in the way of effectuating successful
communication” Steve Thorne






"The conference was an outstanding
success. The focus on technology
was timely and relevant; the keynotes
were inspiring and motivating; the
food was excellent; the conference
dinner was a great occasion. As I said
at the final farewell, I recognise the
many months of behind-the-scenes
hard work that go into making our
conferences successful. My special
thanks to Anne Robertson and Jeni
Lemberg, who worked tirelessly with
their committee and helpers to make
everything run so smoothly. Thank
you also to Eddy van Til, conference
organiser, for his significant efforts in
the background. Thank you to all
those
who
attended
and
participated. I am sure everyone will
have taken something worthwhile
away with them. Now on to AFMLTA
2017 (Gold Coast) and NZALT 2018
(Auckland)!"
- Martin East, NZALT President

Speakers:
Rachel Hawkes presented on spontaneous teacher-learner interaction and L2
learning. See her presentations on building speaking on her website:
www.rachelhawkes.com
Steve Thorne spoke about living language and effortful engagement. See his site.
Joe Dale spoke about educational technology, including the MFL Twitterati, some
further reading at: Joedale.typepad.com.

The NZALT Conference organizing committee

Link

Topic/Language

Description

http://bie.org/for/teachers

Project based learning
(PBL)/Generic
Mobile games-play and create/
Generic

8 different articles with tips and suggestions to advise
teachers how to get the best project work from students
App for i-pad and i-phone. Teachers and students design,
create and play games. Native speaker/more able/tech savvy
students can create games for less able speakers

https://eu.battle.net/support/
en/article/changing-language
http://www.fluentu.com/
japanese/blog/learn-japanese-

Gaming/generic

This guide shows teachers and students how to change the
language on a game such as “World of Warcraft”
This web page outlines tips, pros and cons for using Anime to
learn Japanese

https://www.quora.com/Whatare-the-best-youtube-channelsvideos-and-or-animated-storiesfor-learning-mandarin
http://
www.learnwithmiaomiao.com/

YouTube lessons/Mandarin

http://www.digitaldialects.com/
Japanese.htm

Multiple topics. Japanese

http://arisgames.org/get-aris/

Anime to learn/ Japanese

Craft ideas and resources for
younger learners

A list and description of different series of Mandarin lessons.
Good for teachers to find what they need to learn before
teaching a lesson. Teachers can pick according to their
context, the topic and culture they want to cover.
This site has different resources and craft ideas for young
learners (early primary) around aspects of Chinese culture.
Many of them could be adapted to older learners
Interactive vocabulary games across different topics. They
use sound, romaji and Japanese characters with pictures.

Upcoming Dates for All Languages
International Languages Week: 12-15th August 2016.
LingoFest: 12th August in Auckland, 24th August in Wellington. See the Facebook page
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Success Story: PLD Pathway Progression
Madhavi Padullaparty is a teacher of Chinese who took up
the challenge 3 years ago and since then has progressed
through her professional learning and development pathway
from Introduction through to Consolidation. Madhavi has
taken up a variety of available support from ILEP, TPDL, the
Confucius Institute and Unitec through structured
programmes, classes, workshops and overseas immersion
programmes. This has given her a solid foundation as a
successful foreign language teacher. We asked her to share
with us her journey with language PD to date.

available through ILEP I
opted to make use of it. I
was the first teacher to
learn Mandarin at school
and so I was a bit nervous to
take it to the classroom on
my own.

The Consolidation Stage
involved on-going language
and culture development
My name is Madhavi Padullaparty. I teach Mandarin to my
through support of advisers The PLD pathway by ILEP is tailored to all
teachers' varying needs. www.ilep.ac.nz
Year 3 and 4 classes at Colwill School in Massey and have
and language assistants. I
been teaching Mandarin for the past three years. I discovered think the Consolidation
that I have a natural flair for languages, as a child I could very Stage is important because after the intensive stage of TPDL
easily pick up three languages and after my graduation I learnt you will be like fish out of water and this stage gives us
German. I am passionate about languages, hence my interest something to hold on to. I encourage language teachers to
to teach Mandarin. As I had prior knowledge in other
take up this rich support provided by ILEP.
languages I am able to adopt those skills in learning Chinese.
In the Consolidation programme I also had the opportunity to
I have been in constant touch with ILEP and have attended all meet other teachers and learn from them through an inquiry
their programmes so far to improve my knowledge in
project. I received support and guidance in my classroom
languages. I had done my Level 1 and 2 at Unitec and I had
programme. I was able to teach the students songs and we
attended all the workshops conducted by Confucius Institute. often showcased what we learnt in the assembly.
The greatest help that I received is the free classes for
The inquiry project through Consolidation has helped me a lot
teachers through ILEP and the Confucius Institute because
take the students to the next stage of learning. Reflective
previously a native teacher had been teaching Mandarin. I
thinking had become an integral part of our inquiry process.
have taken every opportunity to upskill my language
Increasingly students co-constructed their learning with me. I
proficiency, it is important to have a regular practice to
master any language. I completed my level 1 HSK exam and I provided a model and scaffold the learners with different
needs to help the learners take an active role in this process
plan to do my Level 2 Mandarin next year.
of learning. I chose an activity on a family survey. I introduced
I was fortunate to get a scholarship to go to China through
the topic through my own family photos, reviewed the new
ILEP. I am pleased with the teachers who took extra care to
vocab and provided ample opportunities through songs to reteach Mandarin to the non-natives like me. They had the
inforce the use of the vocabulary. Fact finding is one of the
necessary vocab ready whenever we had to do an outdoor
seven tasks recommended by Willis (2009); it focusses on
activity. In the morning we practiced the vocab, used
meaning (Principle 2). The students had to find the members
sentences and practiced with our classmates then went out
of the family. They had to ask at least five students and put it
into the real life situation to actually use those sentences. I
in the form of a graph. It meets all the four requirements of a
was very proud of myself and these hands-on experiences
task and it was student centred. The task involved real world
gave me confidence.
processes of language use, i.e. the participants select their
own linguistic resources to perform the task. This was a
I recommend learning languages through TPDL to any
clearly defined communicative outcome.
teacher. I love the way the programme is organised. A lot of
support is provided to teachers to make them confident. After Also as part of Consolidation Stage I was happy to get a
TPDL I felt I needed some guidance and support to further
Mandarin Language Assistant (MLA) to assist me not only with
strengthen my language teaching and as there was support
my classroom but also with four other classes. I do feel it is
important to have a native speaker around so we can polish
our accent. The language assistant has helped me to polish
my knowledge both in terms of the language and culture. The
students now use the target language even outside the
classroom.
I enjoy sharing my knowledge with my students and of course,
my colleagues. I am getting better and better at teaching my
students. In the future, apart from achieving level 2 in
Mandarin I wish to do TPDL again with Spanish because
Mandarin and Spanish are the two languages included in the
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